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ABSTRACT
Cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), a blue-shifted analogue of green fluorescent protein,
is used widely as a fluorescence resonance energy transfer donor in live cell fluores-
cence imaging. Here, we use a combination of anion photoelectron spectroscopy
experiments and quantum chemistry calculations to probe the electronic structure
of the CFP chromophore in its deprotonated anionic form. The vertical detachment
energy measured as the maximum in the photoelectron spectrum is 2.75 ± 0.02 eV,
which is an improvement on our earlier measurement. We see evidence for competing
internal conversion following resonant excitation of electronically excited states of
the anion lying in the detachment continuum. We find that the first electronically
excited valence state of the anion lies very close to the detachment threshold, sup-
porting the conclusions of gas-phase photodestruction action spectroscopy measure-
ments, and that the second electronically excited valence state lies around 1.25 eV
above the detachment threshold. These electronic states have shape resonance char-
acter and mixed excited shape and Feshbach resonance character, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Green fluorescent protein (GFP), and its family of variants, have revolutionised many
areas of the life sciences by enabling in vivo monitoring of biological and biochemical
processes [1–5]. The chromophore that lies at the heart of GFP is formed by intramolec-
ular cyclisation of a serine-tyrosine-glycine sequence, at positions 65-67 of the protein,
and it is localised in the centre of a β-barrel structure. The chromophore exists in neu-
tral and anionic (deprotonated) forms which have different hydrogen-bond networks
around the phenolic oxygen on the tyrosine residue and different spectral properties.
The anionic form absorbs light around 480 nm and fluoresces around 508 nm with a
high quantum yield (Φ ∼ 0.8) [6]. The neutral form absorbs light around 395 nm, after
which it can undergo ultrafast excited state proton transfer to form the deprotonated
anionic form of the chromophore which then fluoresces around 508 nm.

One way to change the fluorescence wavelength is to replace the tyrosine residue at
position 66 with a different amino acid residue. Substituting tyrosine with tryptophan
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has been shown to give rise to blue-shifted cyan fluorescent proteins (CFPs) [7, 8] that
have proved valuable for applications requiring multicolour imaging and fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET). Tryptophan residues do not usually exist in their
deprotonated forms in biological systems because of the high pK a of the indole unit
(∼ 20); however, it has been shown that it is possible to modify the microenvironment
of the chromophore to support deprotonation of the indole group (Fig. 1) and form a
CFP in which the chromophore exists in its deprotonated anionic form [9]. Although
CFPs continue to play an important role in biological imaging, the electronic structure
of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion is still relatively unexplored compared
to that of the deprotonated GFP chromophore anion.

Figure 1. Structure of the CFP chromophore.

Experimentally, a direct way of determining the electronic structure of deproto-
nated protein chromophore anions is to use electrospray-ionisation anion photoelectron
spectroscopy [10]. Measuring the electron binding energies of the isolated CFP chro-
mophore in its deprotonated anionic form in the gas phase, free from interactions with
the protein environment, allows the intrinsic electronic structure of the chromophore
to be determined in detail and provides access to the higher lying electronically excited
states of the chromophore that cannot be measured easily in a native protein environ-
ment because the UV absorption of the chromophore overlaps with that of aromatic
amino acid residues.

Gas-phase photodestruction action spectroscopy measurements using the electro-
static heavy ion storage ring at Aarhus (ELISA) had a maximum around 456 nm
(2.72 eV) for the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion [11]. In earlier work, we re-
ported vertical detachment energies of 2.9 ± 0.1 eV and 4.0 ± 0.1 eV and found
evidence to suggest that, at higher photon energies, autodetachment from an excited
electronic state of the chromophore anion comptetes with electron detachment [12].
Here, we report the results of a new, combined photoelectron spectroscopy and com-
putational chemistry study of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion. We report
a more precise value for the VDE to the ground electronic state of the neutral depro-
tonated radical and we report excitation energies and resonance characters of the first
two electronically excited singlet states of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental

Photoelectron spectra were recorded using our electrospray ionization (ESI) velocity
map imaging (VMI) spectrometer that has been described elsewhere [13]. Briefly, an-
ions were generated from a (∼1 mM) solution of the CFP chromophore dissolved in
methanol with a few drops of aqueous ammonia added to aid deprotonation. Anions
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from the ESI are mass-selected by a quadrupole mass filter, guided into a hexapole
ion trap filled with helium and subsequently released from the trap at 20 Hz (for
experiments employing nanosecond laser pulses) or 250 Hz (for experiments employ-
ing femtosecond laser pulses) and focused into the source region of a collinear VMI
spectrometer. Nanosecond laser pulses of wavelength 352 − 310 nm are generated by
frequency-doubling the output of a nanosecond YAG-pumped dye laser operating at
20 Hz. Femtosecond laser pulses of wavelength 400 nm are generated by frequency-
doubling the output of an amplified Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system operating
at 250 Hz.

Photoelectrons generated in the source region of the VMI spectrometer are accel-
erated towards a position sensitive detector and imaged by a CCD camera. Laser
only images are recorded without the ion-beam and subtracted from the overall sig-
nal to remove background electron counts arising from ionisation of residual gas or
scattered laser light. The resulting photoelectron images were inverted using the pBA-
SEX method to obtain photoelectron velocity and angular distributions [14]. Electron
kinetic energy (eKE) spectra were obtained by calibrating the radial photoelectron
velocity distribution against the photoelectron spectrum of iodide (352 − 310 nm) or
indole (400 nm) [15]. The energy resolution is ∆E/E ∼ 4% and error bars for peak
maxima are quoted as ±0.02 eV based on the the error associated with selecting peak
maxima being ±1 pixel of the CCD camera.

2.2. Computational

The structures of the various conformers of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion
and their corresponding neutral radicals were optimised using density functional theory
(DFT) with the CAM-B3LYP [16–20] functional and the aug-cc-pVDZ [21] basis set.
Frequency calculations were performed to confirm that minima in the potential energy
surfaces were reached.

Vertical detachment energies (VDEs) were calculated using various methods. We
used DFT to calculate the VDE as the energy difference between the anion and neutral
radical at the optimised geometry of the anion using CAM-B3LYP and ωB97X-D [22]
functionals. We used the electron propagator theory (EPT) method with the outer
valence Greens function (OVGF) propagator [23–25]. We also used the equation-of-
motion coupled-cluster method with single and double excitations for the calculation
of ionisation potentials (EOM-IP-CCSD) [26]. The adiabatic detachment energy was
determined as the energy difference between the anion and neutral radical in their
ground vibrational states. We have found these methods to give reasonable agreement
with experiment for other protein chromophore anions and their building blocks [15,
27–35].

Vertical excitation energies (VEEs) of the excited singlet states of the anions were
calculated using the ADC(2) method [36, 37], with the 6-31+G* basis set [38–40].
This approach has been shown to compare favourably with high level methods for
other protein chromophores [30, 33, 35]. The excited states above the detachment
threshold contain continuum states and to account for the interaction of resonance
states with the continuum, a basis set with diffuse functions is necessary. The size
of the basis set determines the number of continuum states that are calculated. The
6-31+G* basis set was a compromise between size and computational expense. We
note that an alternative approach could be to use CAP-EOM-CC [41].

Geometry optimisations, vibrational frequencies and EPT calculations were per-
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formed using the Gaussian09 software suite [42] and EOM-IP-CCSD and ADC(2)
calculations were carried out using the Q-Chem software package [43].

Photoelectron spectra were calculated using ezSpectrum (version 3.0) [44]. This cal-
culation requires the equilibrium geometries, harmonic frequencies and normal mode
vectors of the conformers of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion and their cor-
responding neutral radicals as input and we used those obtained using the CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method. The Franck-Condon overlap integrals were calculated
using the parallel normal mode approximation. The vibrational temperature of the
anions is assumed to be around 300 K and the minimum intensity threshold was set to
0.001. The maximum number of vibrational quanta in the anion and neutral radicals
were limite to 2 (anion) and 4 (neutral radical). The resulting stick spectra were con-
voluted with Gaussian instrument profiles with full-width at half maximum (FWHM)
values equivalent to an instrumental resolution of ∆E/E = 4%.

3. Results

There are four possible stereoisomers of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion
with cis and trans conformations about the exocyclic double bond and cis and trans
conformations about the exocyclic single bond (Fig. 1). The CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-
pVDZ optimised geometries and relative energies of the four stereoisomers are shown in
Fig. 2. In our earlier work, NMR measurements of the CFP chromophore in methanol-
d4 solution revealed the presence of isomers with cis and trans conformations about
the double bond; both of these isomers had a trans configuration about the exocyclic
C-C single bond. The cis-trans and trans-trans CFP chromophores existed in an 8.2:1
ratio, favouring the cis-trans isomer. Thus, we believe that our anion beam will be
composed predominantly of cis-trans and trans-trans deprotonated CFP chromophore
anions.

Photoelectron spectra of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion were recorded
as a function of eKE and are plotted in Fig. 3. The spectra are also presented as a
function of electron binding energy (eBE = hν − eKE). The photoelectron angular
distributions were isotropic (Supplementary Information).

All the photoelectron spectra have similar profiles: a broad feature at low eBE
(high eKE, defined as eKE > 0.2 eV) and a sharp feature at high eBE (low eKE,
defined as eKE < 0.2 eV). The broad features at low eBE have sharp rising edges with
maxima that remain at constant eBE (2.75 ± 0.02 eV) with increasing photon energy,
signifying that this feature arises from direct detachment to the D0 continuum. The
peak maxima are very close to the calculated VDEs (Table 1) and shifted towards
lower eBE than our earlier measurement (2.9 ± 0.1 eV) which was obtained from a
poorer resolution photoelectron spectrum [12]. The broad features at low eBE appear
to broaden out towards higher eBE at higher photon energies, typical of an indirect
detachment process via an electronically excited state of the anion embedded in the
detachment continuum. We do not see evidence of direct detachment to D1, but this
lies higher in energy (Table 1).

The high eBE (low eKE) regions of the photoelectron spectra are very similar in
shape and position (eKE) for all wavelengths in the range 400 − 310 nm, signifying
that they arise from an indirect detachment process such as autodetachment from
a low-lying electronically excited state lying close to the detachment threshold or
from vibrational autodetachment or thermionic emission from vibrationally hot S0

populated by internal conversion from higher lying electronically excited states.
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Figure 2. Stereoisomers of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion; the first cis/trans label refers to

the exocyclic double bond (adjacent to the imidazolinone group) and the second cis/trans label refers to

the exocyclic single bond (adjacent to the deprotonated indole group). CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ calculated
relative energies (in eV) are also shown.

Figure 3. Photoelectron spectra of deprotonated CFP at wavelengths of 400 nm (3.10 eV), 352 nm (3.52 eV),

346 nm (3.58 eV), 342 nm (3.63 eV), 330 nm (3.76 eV), 320 nm (3.87 eV) and 310 nm (4.00 eV) plotted as a
function of electron kinetic energy (eKE) and electron binding energy (eBE). The experimental VDE is taken

as the top of the peak in the 330 nm photoelectron spectrum and is marked with a dashed vertical line.
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Table 1. Calculated vertical detachment energies (VDEs) for S0 −D0 and S0 −D1 processes in deprotonated

cis-trans and trans-trans CFP chromophores compared with the maximum of the low eBE peak in the 330 nm
experimental spectrum. The values in parentheses are ADEs (0-0 transitions). All calculations employed the

aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and all values are in eV.

D0 D1

CAM-B3LYP cis-trans 2.81 (2.67)
trans-trans 2.81 (2.68)

ωB97X-D cis-trans 2.80
trans-trans 2.80

EPT cis-trans 2.63 4.11
trans-trans 2.62 4.10

EOM-IP-CCSD cis-trans 2.67 4.14
trans-trans 2.68 4.13

Experiment 2.75± 0.02 4.0± 0.1 [12]

The eKE distribution of electrons emitted by thermionic emission from the vibra-
tionally hot ground state of an anion, P (ε), has been shown to be modelled well by
Klots’ formula [45, 46],

P (ε) ∝ ε1/2 exp(−ε/kBTM•), (1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and TM• is the temperature of the resulting neutral
radical [47–49],

TM• = TM− + (hν −ADE)/Cv. (2)

TM− is the initial temperature of the anions before photoexcitation, Cv is the micro-
canonical heat capacity. The microcanonical heat capacity Cv ≈ Ccanonical − kB ≈
Ccanonical, since the heat capacities are ∼ 10−3 eV K−1. Using the CAM-B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVDZ ADE for the cis-trans isomer, estimations of Ccanonical from our quantum
chemistry calculations (2.469 × 10−3 eV K−1) and assuming TM− = 298 K, TM• may
be estimated as 476 K for the lowest energy cis-trans isomer. The modelled thermionic
emission curve is presented in Fig. 4 together with the low eKE components of the
photoelectron spectra.

The modelled thermionic emission curve fits reasonably well to the low eKE edge of
the photoelectron spectra and to the overall exponential decay; however, there is an
additional sharp peak centered around 0.05 eV eKE. The observation of a sharp peak
at low eKE that does not change with photon energy suggests a vibration-mediated
detachment process from an electronically excited state of the anion lying close to the
detachment threshold.

To identify the excited electronic states of the anion that could be accessible follow-
ing photoexcitation in the range 400−310 nm (3.10−4.00 eV), we calculated the VEEs,
oscillator strengths and main configurations of the valence excited states of the cis-
trans and trans-trans conformers of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion. The
results of these calculations are summarised in Table 2 and illustrated schematically in
Fig. 5. Time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations of the VEEs, oscillator strengths
and main configurations gave states with similar main configurations (Supplementary
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Figure 4. Photoelectron spectra of the CFP chromophore anion for eKE ≤ 0.2 eV following photoexcitation

in the range 400− 310 nm. The solid black line is the modelled thermionic emission curve using Klots’ formula

at 476 K (see text). The spectra have been scaled to align their rising edges.

Information).

Table 2. ADC(2)/6-31+G* calculated vertical excitation energies (VEEs) of the lowest two singlet states of

the deprotonated CFP chromophore anions with non-negligible oscillator strengths, f. All values are in eV.

VEE (f ) Main configuration

S1 cis-trans 2.87 (1.06) 0.62(π63 → π∗70)
trans-trans 2.93 (0.99) 0.62(π63 → π∗71)

S2 cis-trans 4.02 (0.01) −0.41(π63 → π∗76) + 0.30(π62 → π∗70)
trans-trans 4.02 (0.02) −0.44(π63 → π∗77) + 0.31(π62 → π∗71)

Figure 5. ADC(2)/6-31+G* molecular orbitals of the cis-trans (top) and trans-trans (bottom) isomers of
the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion.

An excited state of ππ∗ character and high oscillator strength is found at around
2.9 eV (430 nm), close to the reported maximum in photodestruction action spec-
troscopy measurements (2.72 eV) [11] and the measured D0 VDE (Fig. 3 and Table
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1). Excitation of this state involves a πHOMO → π∗ transition and so this state has
shape resonance character with respect to the D0 continuum, which would be consis-
tent with autodetachment following direct photoexcitation of S1 at 400 nm (3.10 eV).
A higher lying excited state of ππ∗ character and non-negligible oscillator strength
is found at around 4 eV (310 nm). Excitation of this state involves a mixture of
πHOMO → π∗ and πHOMO−1 → π∗ transitions and so this state can be considered as
having both excited-shape and Feshbach resonance character with respect to the D0

continuum.
To assist with our interpretation of the shapes of the photoelectron spectra, we

calculated the photoelectron spectrum corresponding to direct photodetachment from
the S0 state of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion to the D0 state of the neutral
radical. The calculated stick spectrum is presented in Fig. 6 together with the stick
spectrum convoluted with a Gaussian instrument function with FWHM ∆E/E =
4% and the 330 nm experimental photoelectron spectrum. The 330 nm spectrum
was selected because the first peak is most clearly resolved in this spectrum. The
most intense line in the stick spectrum is the 0-0 transition which is calculated at
the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level to lie at 2.67 eV (the calculated spectrum in
Fig. 6 has been shifted by 0.07 eV to provide the best fit to the rising edge of the
experimental spectrum). The rest of the photoelectron spectrum is dominated by out-
of-plane vibrations of the carbon and nitrogen skeleton. We attribute the difference
between the simulated and experimental spectra at higher eBE to be largely the result
of indirect detachment from a higher lying electronically excited state; the calculated
VEE of the second ππ∗ state is around 4 eV, which is just above the photon energy
(3.76 eV). This second ππ∗ state has some excited-shape resonance character with
respect to the D0 detachment continuum, so the electronic coupling between S2 and
the D0 continuum is expected to be strong and autodetachment can therefore be
relatively fast.

Figure 6. Calculated S0 − D0 stick spectrum at 300 K for the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion in its
lowest energy cis-trans conformation (blue) with the calculated stick spectrum convoluted with an instrument

function (red solid line) and experimental photoelectron spectrum following photoexcitation at 330 nm (black

solid line).
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4. Discussion

The VDE to the ground electronic state of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion,
D0, was measured to be 2.75 ± 0.02 eV, which is an improvement on our earlier
measurement of 2.9 ± 0.1 eV [12]. In order to understand the indirect photode-
tachment processes contributing to the broadening of the photoelectron spectra of
the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion, following photoexcitation in the range
346 − 310 nm, and the feature at high eBE (low eKE), following photoexcitation in
the range 400 − 310 nm, it is useful to consider the relative energies of the states
involved and their electronic characters (Table 2). The energy level structure is illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Schematic energy level diagram illustrating the possible electron detachment processes following
photoexcitation of the deprotonated CFP chromophore anion. Thin horizontal black lines represent the vibra-

tional levels of the electronic states of the anion and the blue shaded area represents the electron detachment
continuum. Vertical blue arrows represent the eKE of direct and indirect electron detachment processes and

the thin horizontal blue lines represent the vibrational energy left in the neutral radical following electron

detachment (determined by the propensity for conservation of vibrational energy). The horizontal black arrow
represents internal conversion (IC). (a) Direct photodetachment from S0 to the D0 continuum. (b) Indirect

photodetachment processes following photoexcitation of S2 with excess vibrational energy, Ev = hν − E(S2).

Resonant photoexcitation of S1 (400 nm) and S2 (352 - 310 nm) compete with direct
detachment. Following photoexcitation of S2, vibration-electronic coupling between S2

and D0 results in autodetachment (observed as a broadening of the low eBE feature
towards high eBE) and vibration-electronic coupling between S2 and S1 or S0 results
in internal conversion back to S1 or the electronic ground state. Following population
of S1 (either directly by photoexcitation at 400 nm or indirectly by internal conversion
from S2), vibration-electronic coupling between S1 and D0 may result in autodetach-
ment (observed as a sharp peak at 0.05 eV eKE) and vibration-electronic coupling
between S1 and S0 may result in competing internal conversion back to the electronic
ground state. If high lying vibrational levels of S0 are populated by internal conversion
from S1, vibration-electronic coupling between the ground electronic states of the an-
ion and neutral radical may result in vibrational autodetachment [50]. Alternatively,
coupling between the high density of vibrational states in S0 may result in statistical
redistribution of vibrational energy and delayed emission of electrons with an eKE
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profile defined by Eq. (1).
The profile of the low eKE component of all the photoelectron spectra has a com-

ponent that could be attributed to thermionic emission, as well as a sharp peak cen-
tered around 0.05 eV that we attribute to a vibration-mediated detachment process.
Vibration-mediated detachment from S1 would be consistent with our measurement of
the detachment threshold lying close to the maximum in the photodestruction action
spectroscopy measurement of the deprotonated CFP anion (2.72 eV) [11]. However,
it is worth noting that the electric dipole moment of the cis-trans neutral radical is
around 5.1 D, which is high enough to support a dipole-bound state [51]. Vibration-
mediated autodetachment has been observed from resonantly excited dipole bound
states of deprotonated phenolate anions [52, 53] and from dipole bound states that
have been populated following internal conversion from valence excited states [54]. To
determine whether the sharp peak at 0.05 eV eKE is attributed to vibration-mediated
detachment from S1 or from a dipole-bound state will require high-resolution photo-
electron spectroscopy measurements and high-level quantum chemistry calculations.

Our original motivation for this work was to compare the electronic structure of the
isolated deprotonated CFP chromophore with that of the isolated GFP chromophore.
The VDEs of the two chromophore anions are similar: 2.73 - 2.8 eV for the GFP chro-
mophore anion [12, 55–57] and 2.75 ± 0.02 eV for the CFP chromophore anion. The
first electronically excited state in each chromophore involves a HOMO → π∗ transi-
tion that lies very close to the detachment threshold. Action absorption spectroscopy
measurements of the deprotonated CFP chromophore led to the conclusion that the
VEE lies around 2.7 eV. The most recent action absorption measurements of the de-
protonated GFP chromophore anion give a value of 2.75 eV for the VEE and 2.53 eV
for the AEE [58], placing the origin of S1 below the detachment threshold and the
VEE very close to the detachment threshold. Our ADC(2) calculations suggest that
the next ππ∗ state in the deprotonated CFP chromophore has mixed Feshbach and
excited shape resonance character with respect to the D0 continuum and lies around
4 eV. In the deprotonated GFP chromophore, high level calculations predict two ππ∗

states lying very close together at 3.74 eV and 3.78 eV, one with mostly Feshbach res-
onance character and the other with mostly excited-shape resonance character, with
respect to the D0 continuum [32]. Thus, the overall pattern of energy levels is very
similar for the two chromophore anions.

A noteworthy difference between the photoelectron spectra of the two chromophore
anions following excitation of the higher lying states is the existence of a more signif-
icant low eKE signal for the CFP chromophore anion (Figs 3 and 4) compared to the
GFP chromophore anion [32, 55, 56], signifying that nuclear dynamics and internal
conversion compete more effectively with autodetachment in the CFP chromophore. It
has been proposed that the excited shape resonance in the GFP chromophore acts as
an electron gateway state for resonant electron transfer from the deprotonated chro-
mophore [32]. Thus, it seems that resonant electron transfer from the deprotonated
CFP chromophore would be less efficient than resonant electron transfer from the
deprotonated GFP chromophore.

5. Summary

The VDE of the deprotonated CFP chromophore measured as the maximum in the
photoelectron spectrum has been determined to be 2.75 ± 0.02 eV. This is an im-
provement on our earlier measurement [12]. Following photoexcitation in the range
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400 - 310 nm, we see evidence for resonant autodetachment and internal conversion
to the ground electronic state. Our calculations show that the first electronically ππ∗

state lies very close to the detachment threshold, in agreement with action absorption
measurements [11], and has shape resonance character with respect to the detachment
continuum. The next ππ∗ state lies around 4 eV and has mixed excited shape res-
onance and Feshbach resonance character. Improving our understanding of the elec-
tronic structure of isolated photoactive protein chromophores in the gas-phase is a
step towards first principles design of photoactive protein chromophores with specific
characteristics.
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